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SUMMARY  
 
Archaeology South-East (ASE), a division of the Centre for Applied Archaeology, University 
College London, have been commissioned by Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & 
Infrastructure Limited (Amec) to undertake a historic buildings record of the farm complex 
(NGR 529659 159265) including farmhouse, and South Lodge (NGR 528884 158685) at the 
former Cane Hill Hospital, Coulsdon, CR5 2NL. The building recording was required in order 
to fulfil a condition placed on planning consent. 
 
The wider site comprises the remaining elements of the former Cane Hill Hospital, built in 1882 
to provide psychiatric care to patients within the region. The farm compound was later leased 
in 1967 as stabling and the hospital was closed in 1992, with the majority of it now demolished. 
Surviving elements of the former complex, including the administrative building, chapel and 
water tower are to be retained in line with redevelopment plans and are not covered as part of 
this record. The buildings which are the subject of this study are planned for demolition and 
include the walled farm compound, farmhouse, South Lodge and associated air-raid shelter. 
The farm compound with adjacent farmhouse is located in the north-east corner of the former 
hospital grounds. The residential South Lodge and air-raid shelter is situated to the north-west 
site boundary.  
 
The majority of the buildings were constructed towards the end of the 19th century and form 
part of the initial development works of the hospital complex. The farm complex with its 
farmhouse and the lodge are interesting for their historic association with the Cane Hill Hospital 
built around institutional ideology. The farm complex is also interesting as a purpose-built dairy 
unit which would have been fairly unusual on such as scale at this time, and is reflective of the 
increasing industrialisation and specialisation of the food industry in the 19th century.  
 
The farm served a dual purpose: on the one hand it supported the partial self-sufficiency of 
both Cane Hill and surrounding regional hospitals through the supply of its agricultural produce, 
which as well as dairy cows included pigs, poultry, vegetables, fruit and rye; on the other, it 
formed part of the care and rehabilitation of the patients by whom the farm was operated. The 
decline of the farm complex in conjunction with the gradual reduction of services at Cane Hill 
Hospital towards the end of the 20th century, is symptomatic of changes in the approach to 
treating mental health and the role of national institutional physiatrist services. 
 
The provision of purpose-built residences for staff, of which the South Lodge forms an example, 
is in part reflective of the limited housing available surrounding the site at the time of its 
construction. The construction of the hospital in turn led to the development of the wider area, 
including a surge of investment to local public provision such as accommodation, transportation 
and schooling in order to accommodate hospital employees. This investment ultimately led to 
the creation of the modern town of Coulsdon. Shifting attitudes in psychiatric care during the 
latter part of the 20th century, coined as ‘Care in the Community’, shows a preference towards 
providing small-scale domestic accommodation for patients over large industrial size wards. 
This change is reflected in the transitional use of the hospital’s lodges from staff to patients 
during this time.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Archaeology South-East (ASE), a division of the Centre for Applied Archaeology, 
University College London, have been commissioned by Amec Foster Wheeler 
Environment & Infrastructure Limited (Amec) to undertake a historic buildings record of 
the former farm complex (NGR 529659 159265) including the associated farmhouse, 
and South Lodge (528884 158685) including the air-raid shelter located within its 
grounds, at the former Cane Hill Hospital, Coulsdon, CR5 2NL (Figure 1). The building 
recording was required in order to fulfil a condition placed on planning consent. 

1.2 A brief for the work, in the form of a written scheme of investigation (WSI), was issued 
by Amec in consultation with Barrett Developments plc (Amec 2015) recommending 
that the building be recorded at Historic England Level 3 (Planning reference: 
13/02527; Condition 3). 

 
 
2.0 SCOPE & METHODOLOGY 
 
2.1 The scope of work and methodology for the building recording is detailed in the WSI 

produced for the work (Amec 2015). The work was also carried out in accordance with 
the relevant Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA) procedural documents, and 
Historic England guidelines. 
  

2.2 The building was recorded to Historic England Level 3 as defined in Understanding 
Historic Buildings: A guide to good recording practice (Historic England 2016). A Level 
3 record is essentially an analytical record. 

 
2.3 The site was visited by Hannah Green and Amy Williamson on 27th September 2016 in 

order to carry out the recording work of the farm complex. Subsequent visits were 
undertaken on 1st and 2nd December 2016 in order to carry out the recording work of 
the farmhouse, South Lodge and air-raid shelter. The recording entailed the 
compilation of written notes, the production and verification of existing measured 
survey drawings and the production of a photographic record.  The report utilises the 
alphabetical identifiers assigned to the buildings within a condition report produced for 
the site in 2006. 
 

2.4 The drawn record comprises floor plans of the buildings to illustrate their layout, 
together with external elevation drawings (where provided). These are based on 
existing measured drawings provided by the client, which have been verified for their 
accuracy, amended and annotated where necessary. The resulting scaled drawings 
are included within the report as Figures 1-3 and 16-35. 
 

2.5 The photographic record was made using high quality digital photography. Within the 
report selected digital images have been reproduced as plates, together with a full 
index of the digital photographs and location plots (Appendix 1). A full catalogue of all 
photographs is included in the archive. 

2.6 Historical documentary sources, including relevant cartographic sources, were 
consulted at the Croydon Museum and Archive Service on the 21st October 2016. All 
sources consulted are listed in Section 9.  
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3.0 THE SITE 
 
3.1 The buildings recorded are situated within the grounds of the former Cane Hill Hospital, 

whose c.130 ha grounds largely correlate with the present-day property boundaries. 
Cane Hill Hospital, initially known as the Third Surrey County Lunatic Asylum, was built 
in the grounds of a single historic farm estate which formed part of the manor of 
Coulsdon. The farm, known latterly as Portnalls Farm, is referred to as ‘Pertenales’ in 
records of Chertsey Abbey dating to the late 14th and 15th centuries (Amec 2015).  

 
32 The hospital was constructed in 1882, earmarked for closure from the 1960s onwards, 

and finally closed in 1992. Following closure, the clearance of most of the central 
hospital complex ensued, leaving only the administrative building, chapel, water tower, 
farm compound (former dairy unit, most recently known as Coulsdon Area Farm) and 
associated farmhouse, South Lodge, North Lodge and piggery. Buildings to be retained 
and converted include, the chapel, administrative building and water tower.  The 
piggery, of which a record has been made (ASE 2015), has already been demolished. 
All other building are to be demolished. The structures that form the subject of this 
study include: 

 

 Farm compound 

 Farmhouse 

 South Lodge and associated air-raid shelter. 
 
3.3 The site is located on the southern side of the town of Coulsdon, at a higher level than 

the surrounding settlement. Since the demolition of the main hospital building, the site 
forms a large plateau surrounded by trees. Beyond are fields, some in use for crops 
and others for pasture. To the east is the railway and Farthing Downs, to the west is 
residential development. The geology of the site mainly consists of solid and drift of 
Upper Chalk. The site lies approximately 133m above Ordnance Datum (AOD), in an 
elevated position, with the surrounding land sloping down to between 120m AOD and 
80m AOD.  

 
3.4 The farm is located towards the northern end of the site and covers an area of c.0.3 

hectares.  It comprises a series of late 19th century buildings grouped around a central 
walled yard, with adjacent farmhouse. The farm complex is orientated essentially south-
west – north-east (hereafter simplified west – east), with the farmhouse adjacent to the 
south. The main entrance to the farm is located at the south-west corner and is served 
via a track on the south side which runs past the farmhouse; a further track, which leads 
from Lion Green Road (A237) to the east enters the farm at its south-east corner. South 
Lodge is located on the west side of the site and comprises late 19th century residential 
accommodation, with adjacent air-raid shelter set within the grounds. The lodge forms 
a single rectangular range, aligned essentially north – south, with a rectangular sub-
surface air-raid shelter, located within close proximity to the south-west.  

 
 
4.0 HISTORIC BACKGROUND  
 
4.1 The history of Cane Hill Hospital has been covered in previous documents prepared for 

the site, including Cane Hill Heritage Statement (HTA Architects Ltd 2015), Cane Hill 
Characterisation Study (Alan Baxter Associates 2010) and Cultural Heritage Baseline 
Report (Entec UK Ltd 2008). The following history includes only the buildings covered 
by this recording exercise. 
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4.2 Farm Complex 
 
4.2.1 The 1868 Ordnance Survey map (Figure 4) shows the site of the farm prior to its 

development in 1882.  It was constructed as part of the initial development of the Cane 
Hill Asylum and formed one of several agricultural complexes that were administered 
by the hospital patients. The hospital partially supplied itself through its agricultural 
produce, which included milk cows, pigs, poultry, vegetables, fruit and rye. 

 
4.2.2 The farm complex with adjacent farmhouse is first depicted on the 1896-97 Ordnance 

Survey mapping (Figure 5), close to the eastern entrance to the site. It appears much 
like it does today, consisting of a rectangular compound, with entrances in the north-
west, south-west and south-east corners. There are seven farm buildings surviving, 
comprising a regimented series of barns, cart sheds, stables and an open fronted cow 
shed, that are set around an inner walled yard. The only clear differences between the 
present-day layout and that shown on the 1896 map are that an extension to Building 
G (Figure 2) is not shown, Building C (cow shed) had not yet been extended westwards 
and is instead shown fronted by an enclosure and a now demolished western yard wall. 
The farmhouse is shown to conform to its present-day irregular footprint. The map 
shows the site surrounded by undeveloped land to the south and west, with an entrance 
lodge located a distance to the east and the hospital piggery situated to the south. Long 
narrow passages provided circulation around the ranges, and provided access to the 
inner yard. The track leading south from the farmhouse joined the main access road 
which led from the eastern site entrance toward the main hospital complex to the west.  
The track to the east of the farm led northwards out of the site via a laundry. 

 
4.2.3 There appears to have been very little change to the layout of the site during the 20th 

century, the subsequent Ordnance Survey mapping showing only a few alterations. By 
1912-13 (Figure 6) Building A is shown divided at its south and north ends. The 
farmhouse is shown with rear north-western extensions including a glass-roofed 
structure, a western outbuilding and small L shaped courtyard which connects all three 
elements.  

 
4.2.4 By the completion of the Ordnance Survey map of 1935 (Figure 7) further internal 

division is shown within Building A, while a long range had been added to the north 
outside the main group. The latter is known to have been a barn clad in corrugated 
metal which has since been demolished.  

 
4.2.5 Most modification to the farm complex occurred between the mid-1930s and c.1956-58 

(Figure 8) depicts the construction of a large range and adjacent enclosure occupying 
the northern boundary of the compound. Building G had acquired an extension to its 
eastern side and is shown with a single internal division, while the inner yard is shown 
divided across its centre to create two smaller yards. Part of the western yard wall 
remained in-situ at that time. All structures, excepting Buildings B and F are identified 
with internal divisions which roughly conform to their present layout. Building C shows 
most variation, with a roofed extension and additional enclosures adjoining its western 
side. A tank is shown to the east of the group. The farmhouse had also been subject to 
a degree of alteration, primarily concentrated within its rear north-western corner where 
some of the earlier extensions had either been replaced/consolidated to form a larger 
range. The northern part of the original structure is shown partitioned from the principal 
range.  

 
4.2.6 Between 1958 and 1973-74 (Figure 9) the farmhouse does not appear to have been 

altered in any way. Ordnance Survey mapping shows minor modification to the farm 
compound. Building C is shown to have lost its westernmost enclosure but retained its 
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roofed structure. The southern end of the extension accompanying Building G is no 
longer shown and the central yard division has been removed.  

 
4.2.7 The farm complex was taken over in 1967 for use as stabling, while the farmhouse was 

utilised as residential apartments until 2016.  Comparison of the 2001 Ordnance Survey 
map (Figure 10) with historic satellite photography available on Google Earth between 
2003 and 2015 shows various extensions and alterations were made to Building G 
subsequent to 2001. The farm buildings remained in use as stabling until 2016, when 
the site was vacated. The compound and farmhouse are currently redundant of use.    

 
4.3 South Lodge 
 
4.3.1 South Lodge first appears on the 1897-98 Ordnance Survey mapping (Figure 11) within 

a clearly marked piece of land labelled ‘Postern Lodge’. The building is shown roughly 
rectangular in plan with projections and a small enclosure to the northern side. The 
building is shown fronting a landscaped driveway which loops round to meet the main 
road to the west in two places. A narrow track is shown joining the driveway to the road 
encircling the main hospital complex to the north-east.  

 
4.3.2 The Ordnance Survey map of 1912-13 (Figure 12), shows the building to have been 

extended northwards into the enclosed area shown on the previous map. A new 
enclosed space is shown adjacent to the north elevation which appears to include a 
small outbuilding. A recess within the west elevation marks the main entrance to the 
building.  

 
4.3.3 By 1932-34 (Figure 13) the Ordnance Survey mapping identified the building as The 

Postern. No changes appear to have been made to the structure, although a small 
rectangular outbuilding had been constructed a short distance to the west. The former 
driveway arrangement had been altered due to the construction of the outbuilding 

 
4.3.4 The lodge had been subject to a high degree of modification by the completion of the 

1958 Ordnance Survey map (Figure 14) including the addition of two bay windows to 
the north and south elevations. The footprint remained relatively consistent with that 
previously shown, except that the northern end of the west elevation is shown projecting 
further westwards around the former entrance location. The outbuilding within the 
northern enclosure had increased in size and is shown with a plot to the east and 
second smaller structure. The western outbuilding is shown with a structure adjoining 
on its eastern side. Additionally, two more outbuildings had been constructed in the 
remaining grounds to the north and north-west of the building. The driveway shown on 
previous mapping is no longer shown. The track previously connecting the lodge to the 
main hospital complex appears to have been significantly reduced and punctuated by 
the northern outbuilding.  

 
4.3.5 By the completion of the 1977 Ordnance Survey map (Figure 15) a large extension had 

been added at the southern end of the west elevation. A new rectangular outbuilding is 
shown along the northern boundary of the site, while all other previous outbuildings in 
the grounds are no longer shown.  

 
4.3.6 Satellite imagery on Google Earth indicates that relatively few changes have occurred 

since the late 1970s. By 2006 the northern boundary outbuilding appears to have been 
removed. The structures previously seen adjoining to the north-east have at some point 
been removed, although it is unclear at what date this occurred due to heavy vegetation 
cover. Of these, only fragmentary evidence in the form of low lying brick walls and areas 
of concrete hardstanding now remain. The lodge was converted for use as three 
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residential apartments in the mid-20th century, but is currently redundant of use. The 
air-raid shelter is not depicted on the Ordnance Survey mapping. 

 
 
5.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDINGS  
 
5.1 Farm Complex 
 
5.1.1 The farm (Plate 1) consists of a large rectangular courtyard arrangement, defined by 

the buildings, walled inner yard and encircling boundary wall. The boundary is 
punctuated by the three access points: that at the south-east corner leading from the 
A237; that at the south-west corner which would have been used by hospital patients 
working on the farm, and that to the north-west, which provides access into the adjoining 
fields. Each entrance is connected via a continuous circulation route consisting of a 
gravel track, which links all the structures and the central concrete-paved yard. Six of 
the seven buildings are arranged around the perimeter of the yard, while Building A, 
originally a cart shed, stands to the west on the opposite side of the main north – south 
circulation route. The structures comprise a series of buildings for housing dairy cattle, 
most of which have been adapted for use as stables, while others seem to have been 
used for storage or as workshops. Part of Building G has been converted to an office, 
while part of Building F was most recently used as a farm shop. Most of the alterations 
date to the second half of the 20th century. 
 

5.1.3 The site boundary is formed by a combination of the external elevations of the outer 
ranges and sections of shoulder-height brick wall. The walls are constructed of London 
stock brick set in Flemish bond within a chalky-white mortar. The wall is one brick thick 
and is capped by semi-circular blue engineering brick coping. All external structures 
surrounding the outer perimeter of the compound are joined to the external wall, 
consistent with them having been built in a single phase. The site entrances are framed 
by brick buttresses with stone coping blocks and are fitted with 21st century steel swing 
gates. The same brick is used for the buildings, although these tend to make use of 
English bond; original door and window openings are generally framed by orange-red 
bullnosed bricks with segmental arched heads.  Unless otherwise stated, the roofs are 
of common rafter type, supported by king-post trusses, and are covered with blue slate. 
Where they survive, rainwater goods comprise a mix of both cast iron originals and PVC 
replacements.  

 
5.2 Building A  
 
 Overview 
 
5.2.1 Building A comprises a rectangular range which is aligned essentially north – south 

along the west side of the group. The building is a single storey with a pitched roof 
which is gabled to the north and south ends (Plate 2; Figures 16 & 17). The southern 
end of the building is partially obscured by the hillside which it truncates at this end.  

 
 Exterior 
 
5.2.2 The principal (east) elevation was originally open-fronted but has historically been 

infilled with half brick thick walls to form a workshop and stables. The original open-
fronted arrangement formerly comprised ten cart shed bays which front the main 
circulation route flowing from the south-west site entrance. The original arrangement 
has been preserved in the form of timber posts which are regularly spaced along the 
length of the elevation. These posts rest on brick piers which appear consistent in date 
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with the infill brickwork (Plate 3). The timber posts and wall plate above are ornamented 
with chamfers with simple run-out stops. All other features on this elevation are 
secondary. Generally each of the bays has been infilled with stretcher-bonded 
brickwork to half height, with softwood weatherboarding above.  The exceptions to this 
are Bays 1 and 2 which have been wholly infilled with roller shutter doors and Bay 5 
which is filled with a modern steel sheet door. Bays 3 and 7 have a timber boarded 
stable door with two pane, timber-framed overlight. Bays 9 and 10 display more recent 
half-doors constructed of plywood board, again accompanied by a two pane overlight 
of the same type. Bays 4, 6 and 8 each have a rolled steel window of five-over-five 
panes with a central three-over-three centre-hung opening light, each with a splayed 
timber cill. The eastern facing roof pitch is pierced by two louvred timber vents over 
Bays 3 and 7, accompanied by inserted corrugated PVC sheet roof lights. 

 
5.2.3 The south elevation is predominantly plain and partly concealed by a series of blue 

engineering brick steps which provide access up the hillside on this side. Fixed to the 
south wall is a tubular steel handrail with ornate scrolled end. 

 
5.2.4 The rear (west) elevation was originally plain but has been modified with the insertion 

of a window into each bay. These are of the same type as those within the east 
elevation, and have concrete lintels and splayed tile cills; all pertain to an early to mid-
20th century date. Between Bays 8 and 9 there is toothing in the brickwork for an earlier 
wall which has since gone.  

 
5.2.5 The north elevation is dominated by an adjoining single storey toilet block, which has a 

gabled slated roof. It is entered on the north via a wide opening with concrete lintel 
which never seems to have housed a door.  The structure has been extended on its 
west side with concrete blockwork and corrugated PVC roof sheeting to house a 
generator.  

  
Interior 

 
5.2.6  The interior of the principal range has been subdivided to serve a combination of uses. 

Bays 1 and 2 form a workshop, as do Bays 3 to 8 (Plate 4). The two northern end bays 
(Bays 9 and 10) comprise two single stables (Plate 5). Unless otherwise stated, the 
internal floor predominantly comprises a continuous concrete screed and all walls are 
painted brickwork which is rendered to shoulder height.  

 
5.2.7 The two workshops occupying the central and southern end of the range are relatively 

featureless.  They are separated from one another by a later concrete block wall which 
includes a doorway with plain-glazed overlight, with rudimentary boarded door 
contrived from an old work bench. Toothing evident within the rear wall between Bays 
1 and 2 indicates the presence of an earlier half-height wall separating the two bays. 
The larger workshop (Bays 3 to 8), retains an infilled drainage channel within the floor 
which presumably relates to the building’s secondary use as stables following its 
conversion from a cart shed.  In addition, scarring within the floor preserves the layout 
of individual stalls on the west side and a personnel passage to the east. 

 
5.2.8 Until recently, Bays 9 and 10 remained in use as stables.  They have a drainage 

channel set within the concrete flooring, integral rendered feeding troughs on the west 
side, and a number of wall-mounted tethering rings. The walls are rendered to shoulder-
height in the same manner as the workshops and painted above. The stables are 
separated by a half-height, half brick thick, rendered wall with semi-circular engineering 
coping bricks.  The space above the tie-beam is infilled with modern softwood 
weatherboarding.  
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5.2.9 The northern block contains two toilets to the west side. It has a black quarry tile floor 
with inset ceramic drain within the south-east corner. The internal faces of the walls are 
rendered to shoulder height and the roof is of a simple common rafter type. The 
northern cubicle retains an early boarded, ledged and braced door, whereas the door 
to the south is modern. The toilet fittings and ceramic wall-mounted sink are all modern. 
A shoulder-height modesty wall encloses the northern entrance.  

 
5.3 Building B 
 
 Overview 
 
5.3.1 Building B extends down the northern side of the yard. It forms a long range, dominated 

at the centre by a two-storey unit, flanked on the west by a six-bay single storey unit 
and on the east by a shorter four-bay single storey unit. Bullnosed orange-red brick 
dressings adorn several, but not all of the door openings and two of the window 
openings within the central unit.  Elsewhere the window and door heads are generally 
formed by simple segmental arches in the same stock brick. The roof over the central 
unit is half-hipped and has two inserted modern skylights; the east and west ends are 
fully hipped and are pierced with timber louvered vents with corrugated PVC sheeting. 
The principal elevation faces south towards the inner yard (Plate 6; Figures 19 & 20). 

 
 Exterior – West Unit 
 
5.3.2 The south elevation houses a door within each end bay, plus a single window to each 

of the bays between. All windows comprise metal-framed windows of two lights, the 
bottom of which is of cantilever opening type, each light originally containing four tall 
panes. All have subsequently been subject to varying degrees of modification and have 
projecting concrete cills. The west end elevation is plain. The north elevation has been 
altered with the insertion of two large modern steel sheet doors, occupying the entire 
length of Bays 3 and 4, presumably to provide farm machine access. Bay 1 retains a 
single door as on the south elevation and the remaining bays either side of the central 
two-leaf doorway each comprise a single window of the same type to the south. The 
single-width doorways within this unit contain boarded, ledged and braced half-doors; 
the bottom leaf of each having bead-moulded boards, while the upper leaf is of tongue 
and groove construction (Plate 7). 

 
 Central Unit 
 
5.3.3 The south elevation has a timber half-door at ground level, located off-centre to the 

west with a double-width doorway, complete with tongue and groove timber doors 
above. Also at ground floor level, at each far end are two small window openings, each 
with orange-red bullnosed brick dressings. The eastern opening retains an early bead-
moulded timber board shutter, the western opening has a plywood board replacement. 
Immediately to the west of the easternmost opening is a single window of the same 
type seen elsewhere. The north elevation contains a wide single timber boarded, 
ledged and braced door at ground floor level, set off-centre to the west. A single window 
is situated to the far eastern end as elsewhere. The first floor level is dominated by a 
centrally placed large sliding timber-boarded door. The pair of skylights inserted into 
the roof on this side are covered with corrugated PVC sheeting.  

 
  
 

East Unit 
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5.3.3 The south elevation has a half-height door to each of the end bays, and a two light 
window of the same type as elsewhere to both of the bays in between.  The end east 
elevation is featureless. The north elevation has a single door houses within the 
easternmost bay (Bay 4) and three windows as elsewhere, one to each bay. Unlike the 
western unit, the louvered timber vents at roof level at this end form three individual 
entities rather than a continuous  

 
 Interior – West Unit  
 
5.3.4 The west unit (Plate 8) forms a single open space, although the floor retains evidence 

for former stall partitions, which were presumably removed when the large doorway 
was inserted within the north elevation. The alterations would have allowed the storage 
of farm machinery, a purpose for which it would have been well-suited given its 
proximity to the fields to the west of the site. The eastern and southern exterior walls 
are rendered up to shoulder height, while the upper portions are painted. On the north 
wall an area of render has fallen away revealing an unusual, probably original, render 
finish which has scored and painted lines in imitation of brickwork/masonry (Plate 9). 
Within the floor, Staffordshire blue bricks and brick paviours, define a series of stalls 
arranged along the south side of the building. Evidence of scars and timber joists within 
the render of the south wall indicate the stalls were served by wall-mounted feeding 
trough. An infilled drainage channel ran down the centre while a personnel passage, 
with spurs leading to the doors at either end of the south elevation is preserved down 
the west side.  This has its own shallow drain, next to which is the base of a brick wall 
which would have separated the stalls from the passage. At its eastern end the 
passage terminates in a doorway which leads into the central unit. It contains a ledged, 
braced and boarded door (Plate 10). 

 
 Central Unit 
 
5.3.5 The central unit originally comprised a large open area on the ground floor with a loft 

above.  On the ground floor there are two compartments situated within the south-east 
and south-west corners. The south-east compartment is formed by low brick walls 
capped by semi-circular blue engineering bricks (Plate 11); the south-west 
compartment is similar except its eastern wall ramps up towards the south end. Each 
is served by an opening on its north side and a small un-glazed window opening to the 
south, which is closed by a timber shutter (see exterior description). The purpose of 
these compartments is obscure, although it is plausible they were used to 
compartmentalise young calves. The remainder of the area is floored with Staffordshire 
blue brick paviours with no discernible differentiation suggesting the space was always 
open. The western side of the ground floor has been partitioned at a later date with a 
rudimentary softwood stud and plywood partition. The upper floor is constructed of 
deep-section cross-strutted joists supported on a single substantial cross-beam, which 
in turn is supported by a central post. The cross-beam and post are both chamfered 
with simple run-out stops. Within the floor a small rectangular opening has been 
created adjacent to the north wall which is likely to have been used as a hay drop. A 
simple open tread timber staircase with modern timber handrail situated against the 
east wall provides access to the first floor. At the foot of the staircase there is a boarded 
door which provides access into the east unit.  

 
5.3.6 The first floor comprises a single space open to the roof (Plate 12). The walls are 

finished with painted render and display the same mortar joint depiction as described 
for the west unit. The roof is framed over three bays in the usual manner although here 
the trusses each incorporate an iron king rod in place of a timber post. Two inserted 
skylights are situated within the east and west bays.   
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  East Unit 
 
5.3.7 The interior of the east unit is divided halfway by a rudimentary timber board partition, 

the northern end of which retains a single personnel doorway as elsewhere. This 
doorway has since been blocked with the construction of a modern shelf across its 
centre. The treatment of Bays 1 to 4 is identical despite this partition. All walls except 
the north are rendered to shoulder height, much in the same manner as those within 
the west unit. The floor contains two drainage channels which are bordered by stone 
kerbs (Plate 13). These are positioned in such a way as to suggest that the stalls were 
located centrally, with passages either side. Redundant cast iron footings within the 
central area indicate either tethering poles or former stall divisions in this area (Plate 
14). A feature of note within this unit is the survival on the north wall, of a manually-
operated mechanism for opening/closing the louvred vents within the roof.  

 
5.4 Building C 
 
 Overview 
 
5.4.1 Building C (Plate 15; Figures 20 & 21) has been subject to considerable 20th century 

modification and as such has a particularly mismatched appearance. The structure is 
located within the north-east corner of the yard, and is aligned east – west. The building 
currently comprises a narrow single storey north – south aligned structure, with a 
covered yard to the west. The Ordnance Survey map of 1896-7 (Figure 5) shows just 
the narrow eastern structure, with an unroofed enclosure of similar footprint to the 
present-day roofed area. The exact date at which the structure was roofed over is not 
certain, although by 1956-8 (Figure 8) it had been extended with the addition of four 
individual enclosures at its far western end. These no longer survive.  

 
 Exterior 
 
5.4.2 The eastern end is constructed in the usual English-bonded brickwork, the east wall of 

which is capped with the typical coping bricks, while the exposed south-east corner has 
orange-red brick bullnosed dressings (Plate 16). It has a mono-pitch roof which slopes 
down to the west where it is supported by a substantial timber beam, the remainder of 
this elevation being open. A single doorway is situated centrally within the east elevation 
and contains a typical boarded, ledged and braced door. The absence of queen-closer 
bricks to the jambs and a flush concrete lintel indicate that this door is a later insertion 
and therefore access to it must always have been from the west.    

 
5.4.3 The north and south walls of the covered yard are of three-quarter height and are 

constructed in London stock brick laid in Flemish bond, with semi-circular blue 
engineering coping bricks. The construction of both walls is identical to those enclosing 
the yard and it appears the north wall originally formed a continuation of this yard 
enclosure as is evident on early mapping dating to 1896-7 (Figure 5). The walls have 
been modified with the addition of substantial brick piers to support the roof structure 
above.  The west end of the building is entirely open onto the main yard.  This comprises 
simple angle iron trusses supporting slender timber purlins and corrugated asbestos 
cement sheeting. The covered yard surface comprises a continuous concrete screed. 

 
 Interior 
 
5.4.4 The eastern end comprises a narrow open space partitioned from the covered yard to 

the west by a tubular steel barrier with central swing cattle gate (Plate 17). The southern 
end is protected from the elements by the insertion of a rudimentary corrugated steel 
sheet. The floor retains its Staffordshire blue brick paviours and all walls are painted. 
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The exact purpose of the structure is unclear but presumably served as some form of 
cow shed. 

  
5.5 Building D  

 
Overview 
 

5.5.1 Building D (Plate 18; Figures 22 & 23) comprises a rectangular range, aligned 
essentially north – south along the east side of the group. The building has a four bay 
north range of two storeys which comprises a cattle shed on the ground floor and hay 
loft above, and a two bay, single storey range to the south. The roof of the south unit is 
pierced by a timber louvered vent with corrugated PVC sheeting. A substantial chimney 
with stepped brickwork detailing is situated on the party wall between the two ranges.  
 
Exterior 
 

5.5.2 The principal elevation faces west towards Buildings C, E and the yard. The north range 
has an original door to each of Bays 2, 3 and 5, with an inserted doorway providing 
access to Bay 3. The original doorways each contain a boarded, ledged and braced 
half-door, and display a combination of bead-moulding and tongue and groove 
construction as elsewhere. The inserted doorway is smaller than the original openings 
and comprises a half-height timber boarded door. The elevation is plain at first floor 
level. The south range is plain except for a small window off-set to the north of centre. 
It contains a metal-framed window of two lights as those described for Building B.  
 

5.5.3 The lower third of the north elevation is painted and contains a single doorway which is 
off-set to the east at ground floor level. The doorway contains a half-height door which 
has been clad with a plywood board. The opening retains a pair of cast iron pintels 
above indicating the location of the now removed upper door leaf. At first floor level 
there is a large central loading doorway with plain cement cill. It extends to eaves level 
and provides access to the hay loft (Plate 19). The opening houses a two-leaf timber 
boarded, ledged and braced door with bead-moulded detailing.  
 

5.5.4 The rear east elevation of the north unit houses a series of six windows at ground floor 
level: a single window serves Bays 1 and 2, while Bays 3 and 4 are each served by a 
pair of windows. All windows comprise two-light metal-framed lights as elsewhere. The 
window serving Bay 2 has been subject to modification with a single pane occupying its 
bottom light. The first floor is served by a central double-width doorway which contains 
a tongue and groove boarded sliding door.  

 
5.5.5 The east elevation (Plate 20) of the south unit contains a single window of standard 

type at its north end and two substantial double-width doorways with boarded, ledged 
and braced timber doors. The northern doorway has a concrete lintel, while the southern 
doorway has a timber lintel. The brickwork to all four jambs has been truncated 
indicating considerable alteration, although there must have originally been at least one 
doorway into this part of the building. 

 
5.5.6 The south elevation comprises a featureless expanse of brickwork. The visible part of 

the south elevation of the north unit comprises only a projecting central chimney stack. 
 
Interior – North Unit, Ground Floor 
 

5.5.7 The north unit comprises five individual compartments/loose boxes and a small store. 
Each compartment has either Staffordshire blue brick paviours or a concrete screed 
floor; those which retain their paviours have a central iron drainage grate. Each also 
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has an area of recessed flooring adjacent to the eastern wall which marks the location 
of former feeding trough. The majority of these have since been removed except for a 
retained iron bar mounted in the south-east corner of Bay 1 (Plate 21). All retain 
numerous steel and rolled iron wall mounted tethering rings. The ceilings comprise 
deep-section joists with cross-strutting, the joists being supported directly within the 
external brick walls. Bay 2 contains a tubular steel wall-mounted ladder within its north-
west corner which has been cut at its lower level. A trimmed opening within the ceiling 
confirms a former internal access to first floor level. This is now blocked with a 
continuation of the floorboards. Bay 3 has been divided by a central timber board 
partition of shoulder height (Plate 22). The boards are sandwiched between timber wall 
brackets and are supported at their middle by two steel poles. Much like Bay 3, Bay 4 
has also been divided in two. This has been done using a shoulder height timber board 
partition which truncates the eastern window. The northern partition was most recently 
in use as a stable. A boarded, ledged and braced timber door set within the western 
end of the partition screen provides access to a narrow store which has been created 
within the bay’s southern end. The store contains softwood shelving units of modern 
construction and is dominated by a large central chimneystack, with brick infilled 
fireplace. Bay 4 has an additional access point formerly located to the eastern end of 
the dividing wall separating Bays 3 and 4. The opening is now blocked but the doorway 
can be seen evidenced by two straight joints and an area of stretcher-bonded brick infill 
within the surrounding brickwork. The presence of a fireplace and additional doorway 
arrangement indicate that this end bay did not originally house animals. It is more likely 
to have formed an office or workshop space. 
 
North Unit, First Floor 
 

5.5.8 The first floor level served as a hay loft (Plate 23). The walls are finished with painted 
render with the same decoration as noted elsewhere. The wall plates to the east and 
west walls each contain a simple scarf joint (Plate 24). The floor comprises timber 
floorboards with a small reworked area adjacent the western wall, indicating the location 
of the original internal access. The tubular ladder noted below continues on this floor. 
 
South Unit 

 
5.5.9 The south unit is divided into two bays and was originally designed as a workshop or 

store possibly with an adjoining cart shed. Both have rendered walls and are open to 
the roof. The northern bay (Bay 1) (Plate 25) has a concrete floor with single floor-
mounted tethering ring situated to the north side. The room is served by a fireplace on 
the north side, which has a simple render finish. Two modern steel flue pipes have been 
inserted into the upper level of the chimneystack; the related machinery is now gone.  
The doorway on the east side retains a chamfered southern jamb which suggests there 
may previously have been a door of narrower dimensions in this location. Two timber 
girders with chipboard laid over have been inserted to create a rudimentary storage 
area. The central king post has been extended in height with a slender timber post to 
support the skylight above. A pair of steel girders are set to either side of the roof apex, 
each housing roller wheels which presumably served a pulley hoist system. Bay 1 is 
divided from that to the south by an original full-height brick wall.  It retains wall-mounted 
iron brackets which formerly held a timber shelf. A boarded, ledged and braced door 
within a plain timber architrave, which appears to be original, is set within the eastern 
end of this wall and provides passage into Bay 2.  
 

5.5.10 Bay 2 appears to have served as a cart shed, with concrete floor and featureless 
rendered brick walls. The doorway on the east side retains bullnosed door jambs like 
the original door openings elsewhere; however, the external brickwork has clearly been 
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modified, so it is possible this represents an early alteration, perhaps to accommodate 
larger vehicles.  
 

5.6 Building E  
 
Overview 
 

5.6.1 Building E comprises a four bay single storey unit located on the east side of the yard 
to the immediate south of Building C (Plate 26). It is on a north – south alignment and 
has a pitched roof which is gabled to the north and south ends. The central section of 
the roof over Bays 2 and 3 is pierced with two timber louvred vents with corrugated PVC 
roof sheeting. The principal elevation faces west towards the yard. 
 
Exterior 
 

5.6.2 The west elevation (Plate 26; Figures 24 & 25) houses a door within each bay and 
appears to retain its original design as depicted by the bullnosed brick dressings to each 
door jamb. With the exception of the door to Bay 2, all doorways are of double width 
and contain a variety of boarded, ledged and braced half-doors with bead moulded 
detailing. The doors to Bays 1 and 3 have been fixed at a later date to reduce the 
opening to a single width and are made of flush plywood boarding.  Each has a 
chamfered timber lintel with simple run-out stops. Each doorway retains large iron 
pintels at their upper level, secured to the inner edge of each jamb, indicating that each 
originally had an upper door which has since been removed. 
 

5.6.3 The north and south elevations each contain a centrally-placed small square window.  
These are fitted with louvred timber vents to provide additional ventilation. Yard walls in 
Flemish-bonded brickwork extend west and east from the south elevation to form the 
southern boundary of the main yard and a subsidiary yard respectively. 

 
5.6.4 The rear elevation was originally featureless but has been modified by the insertion of 

a doorway to each of the outer bays. Each opening truncates the surrounding brickwork 
and is hung with a plain timber boarded, ledged and braced half-door with concrete 
lintel. These doorways have been added as part of a later 20th century alteration in order 
to create additional stable enclosures within the east side of the building. 

  
Interior 

 
5.6.5 The interior contains six (originally four) loose boxes. Bays 2 and 3 retain the original 

stable layout comprising a long, narrow enclosure extending the full width of the 
structure (Plate 27). Bays 1 and 4 have been divided halfway to create a pair of smaller 
enclosures in each. The original partition walls are of brickwork with semi-circular blue 
engineering coping bricks, while the later partitions are of timber boards. The building 
is floored with Staffordshire blue bricks, with Bays 2 and 3 having grooved paviours on 
their eastern side.  A narrow drainage gully extends down the length of the building, set 
c.1m from the east wall, while redundant floor brackets and scarring to the walls mark 
the location of former feeding troughs in the south-east corners. The roof trusses are 
typical, with the exception that they utilise an iron king rod in place of the usual timber 
king post. 
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5.7 Building F 
 
 Overview 
 
5.7.1 Building F (Plate 28; Figures 26 & 27), which lies on an east – west alignment, faces 

north towards the yard. It forms a long range with fully-hipped roof, with a projecting 
central unit which is gabled to the north and south. The roof over the east unit has been 
modified at the apex to accommodate a long louvred timber vent with corrugated PVC 
roof sheeting. The structure is a single storey, originally comprising a single bay within 
the central unit and six-bay units to the east and west sides. The structure has been 
modified in order to create a larger central bay, this has been done by dividing the 
innermost bay of both the east and west units and incorporating them into the central 
unit with doorway insertions, effectively forming a central three-bay unit, flanked to the 
east and west by five bay units. The two westernmost bays of the west unit have also 
been partitioned to form a self-contained unit.   

 
 Exterior – East Unit 
 
5.7.2 The north elevation of the east unit houses a door within each end bay. The central two 

bays have been altered with the insertion of two large timber board doors, presumably 
to provide farm machine access. This signifies a change in use of the building from 
animal use to vehicle/produce storage. There is a single two-light window to each of the 
flanking bay. The east elevation has been opened up with the installation of a steel lintel 
and a roller shutter door. The south elevation contains a single door within the east end 
bay, all remaining bays contain a single window as those elsewhere. All single doors 
within this unit comprise boarded, ledged and braced half-doors; the bottom of which 
display bead-moulding while the top ones are of tongue and groove type; the exception 
is the eastern end bay on the north elevation, which has been replaced by a steel sheet.  

 
 Central Unit 
 
5.7.3 The central unit projects forwards slightly from the flanking east and west units and 

contains a single boarded door as elsewhere on its north elevation. The south elevation 
contains a single typical metal-framed window. The roof-line on both the north and south 
sides is bordered with two tiers of projecting orange-red bricks effectively forming an 
open pediment. 

 
 West Unit 
 
5.7.4 The west unit originally formed a mirror-image of the east unit.  It has been altered in 

much the same way, with the exception that the wide doorway has been inserted off-
centre within Bays 2 and 3.  The west elevation is plain.  

 
 Interior – East Unit 
 
5.7.5 The east and west units seem to have originally followed a similar arrangement to 

Building B, having individual stalls/tethering posts arranged down the north side of the 
building served by a passage to the south.  Evidence for these remains within the floor 
in the form of infilled drainage gullies and Staffordshire blue brick paviours as well as 
a series of six redundant cast iron brackets with central circular inlet which formerly 
held iron posts; these no longer remain in situ (Plate 29). The stalls/posts would have 
been removed and the large doorway inserted at the north end upon its conversion to 
alternative use.  It is known that the two easternmost bays were utilised as a farm shop. 
A lightweight stud partition formerly separated this space from the adjoining bays but 
has since been removed, leaving only elements of the frame behind (Plate 30). A 
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concrete block wall partition with timber boarding above separates Bay 6 from Bay 5, 
which is now linked with the central unit. As elsewhere, the outer walls are rendered up 
to shoulder height.  
 
Central Unit 
 

5.7.6 The central unit originally comprised a single open space. The area has since been 
partitioned with blockwork and timber boarding into stable loose-boxes. The single bay 
has a principal roof truss of queen-post type, which in-turn supports a substantial purlin 
in each the east and west pitches, over which runs the common rafter roof. The east 
and west walls each have two doorways to the adjoining units. The floor is of blue 
Staffordshire brick throughout. Each compartment has a lower half-height timber board 
door of tongue and groove type.  

 
 West Unit 
 
5.7.7 The internal arrangement of the west unit essentially mirrors that of the east, although 

the easternmost bay has been partitioned using chipwood boards and the two 
westernmost bays have been subdivided from the remainder with a concrete block 
partition. The latter contains two compartments divided by low level brick walls (Plate 
31). The internal partition walls join at a central half-height iron post with simple ball 
finial. The iron post is fitted to the floor using a cast iron plate, mirroring the now 
redundant floor brackets seen elsewhere throughout the eastern and western units.  

 
5.8 Building G 

 
Overview 
 

5.8.1 Building G (Plate 32; Figures 28 & 29) forms a long north – south aligned range which 
borders the western edge of the yard. The building comprises a two storey northern unit 
of five bays and single storey two bay southern unit. The building displays similarities 
with Building D situated on the opposite side of the yard. The north unit has a fully 
hipped roof, while the roof of the south unit is half hipped to its southern end.  A single 
louvred timber vent is situated above the northern half of the south unit. Two small 
single storey extensions, of stretcher-bonded Fletton brickwork and concrete block 
construction, extend down the eastern side of the building. The principal elevation faces 
west towards the south-west entrance route.  
 
Exterior 
 

5.8.2 The west elevation of the northern unit contains three original door openings within Bays 
1, 2 and 4, which contain boarded, ledged and braced half-doors with bead-moulded 
detailing. All the upper doors have been removed but iron pintels remain on the inner 
south jambs. The door serving Bay 2 has been fitted with an additional full height steel 
sheet shutter, presumably when the interior was converted into office use. A fourth door 
has been inserted within (Bay 5). The door is wider than those to the north and has a 
flush concrete lintel. The door jambs truncate the surrounding brickwork but have been 
painted in the same manner as the original openings in an attempt for continuity. 
Between the doorways to Bays 2 and 4 is a single typical window. An original window 
opening has been replaced between the doorways of Bays 1 and 2 with a larger timber-
framed window consistent with a mid-/late 20th century date. The window contains three 
fixed lower lights with top-hung opening lights. Above the window there is a section of 
reworked brickwork in place of a lintel, while a projecting concrete cill is situated below. 
A modern steel plate sign reading ‘Farm Office’ is situated to the south of the inserted 
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window. It is likely the larger window replaced the original design when the interior was 
converted for office use. 
 

5.8.3 The first floor level, which would originally have served as a loft, is relatively plain, with 
a single inserted window at the northern end. The opening is fitted with a timber screen 
with individual arched openings for birds serving as a dovecote entrance. The only other 
feature is a large two-leaf doorway set above the original window at ground floor level. 
The doorway has a chamfered timber lintel and a projecting concrete cill. It contains a 
slender boarded, ledged and braced door consistent with those found on Building D.  

 
5.8.4 The west elevation of the south unit contains three doorways set within a single large 

original opening. It has a chamfered timber lintel akin to that of Building A opposite, 
suggesting that this part of the building originally served as an open-fronted cart shed.  
The area below has been infilled with stock brick which is of a lighter appearance than 
the original bricks. The northernmost doorway has a substantial steel lintel although it 
preserves the bullnosed jamb of the original opening. It contains a door with three timber 
panels at its base and six glazed upper panes. To the immediate south is a doorway 
which extends to eaves level. It has a simple tongue and groove boarded door hung on 
steel strap hinges. At the south end is a two-leaf doorway with concrete lintel.  It is hung 
with two doors of the same type as that contained within the northern doorway.  
 

5.8.5 The south elevation of the south unit contains a central large window and a single 
doorway. Both are later insertions to an otherwise plain façade, no doubt added when 
the interior was converted from cart shed to workshop use. The window has a concrete 
lintel and contains a two-light metal-framed window of 5x2 panes, of which the central 
six form a centre-hung opening section. The doorway is situated to the eastern end and 
comprises a concrete lintel, with door of the same type as those on the west elevation. 
Adjoining the eastern end of the building is a Flemish-bonded London stock brick wall 
which forms the southern boundary of the yard. The wall has been extended upwards 
in concrete blockwork in connection with the construction of the eastern lean-to. The 
wall terminates with a brick pier which forms one side of the yard’s southern entrance.  
 

5.8.6 The south end of the east elevation is obscured by the lean-to extension which is of two 
construction phases. The southern part is a garage constructed of concrete blocks, with 
a roller-shutter door filling its east elevation.  The northern part comprises a store 
constructed of stretcher-bonded Fletton brickwork. It is lit by three regularly-spaced 
timber-framed windows of three tall panes and has a similar door to the south end.  Its 
north elevation contains a single boarded door with concrete lintel. The lean-to has a 
corrugated tin roof with asbestos cement guttering.  
 

5.8.7 The northern end of the east elevation is largely featureless except for an original 
doorway opening to Bay 2, which has been infilled and a modern timber window 
inserted, and a single typical window to Bay 1. 
 

5.8.8 The north elevation is plain.  
 
Interior – North Unit, Ground Floor 
 

5.8.9 The northern unit largely retains its original interior. Bay 1 (Plate 33) has painted walls, 
Staffordshire blue brick paving with a central iron drainage grate, and ceiling of deep-
section timber joists with cross-strutting. A series of redundant wall sockets and scarring 
to the north-east corner indicate the location of a former feeding trough, while a number 
of modern tethering rings are fitted to the north and south walls.  The south partition 
wall extends to the roof and is of brick construction. The room is lit by a single window 
to the east.  
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5.8.10 Bay 2 was converted in the 20th century into the farm office and as a result is now fitted 

out with modern fixtures and fittings (Plate 34). It is entered from the west through a 
small lobby formed of concrete blocks; the lobby also now provides access into Bay 3 
adjacent. There are two windows: one on the east wall, replacing an earlier doorway, 
and a larger mid-20th century window on the west. The walls are fitted out with pine 
cladding and it has a suspended ceiling. The floor retains its Staffordshire blue brick 
paviours as elsewhere. 
 

5.8.11 Bays 3 and 4 originally comprised a single internal space which is now divided with a 
painted concrete block partition. Bay 3 is lit from the west and entered from an original 
doorway to the north via Bay 2. The flooring is of the usual Staffordshire bricks with a 
central cast iron drainage channel. The eastern end is covered with slender blue brick 
paving with an area of concrete infill to the east side which presumably formed a 
drainage gully.  
 

5.8.12 Bay 4 is of a similar arrangement to its northern counterpart. It is entered by a doorway 
to the west and contains no window opening. The internal walls retain both iron and 
steel tethering rings. The partition wall to the south is unusually laid in English garden 
wall bond, suggesting it was inserted at later date.  
 

5.8.13 Bay 5 (Plate 35) is entered from the west via the modern doorway. The room is lit by a 
single window to the east, which is of identical type to that inserted within the south 
elevation. The floor comprises a grooved concrete screed, while the walls are rendered 
at their base. An integral rendered feeding trough is retained within the north-east 
corner, adjacent to which is a single wall-mounted iron tethering ring.    
 
North Unit, First Floor 
 

5.8.15 The first floor level of the north unit served as a hay loft (Plate 36). It is of five bays and 
is open except for the northernmost bay which has been separated by a rudimentary 
partition for use as a dovecote. The partition contains a single flush timber door. The 
original floorboards have largely been replaced with chipboard, although some remain 
above Bay 2. 
 
South Unit  
 

5.8.16 The south unit contains two small stores and an L-shaped workshop with furnace. The 
northernmost store is relatively small and has a concrete screed floor with plywood 
cladding to the walls and ceiling. No original features are visible. The store to the south 
contains a flight of concrete steps which rise to the east and terminate, rather curiously 
at a small raised platform; the platform retains the remnants of a lightweight timber 
frame of obscure purpose. The purpose of this room is unclear, although it is plausible 
it contained machinery as evidenced by the strong diesel smell emitted internally and 
the black staining to the cement-rendered internal walls. The workshop to the south 
comprises an L-shaped room with continuous concrete screed floor and tiled walls 
(Plate 37). The roof has been clad with painted timber panelling. It is entered by 
doorways on both the west and south walls, while an additional doorway has been 
inserted on the east wall.  This leads into the modern store and contains a flush timber 
door. The room is lit by a window on each the south and east walls. To the north end of 
the rooms there is a large furnace with substantial cast iron door hatch set within a low-
level tiled surround. The hatch is secured using a manually-operated wheel with sliding 
bolt and a pair of iron clasps on the western jamb. The hatch displays a manufacturer’s 
plate reading, ‘J & F May, Engineering Works, Whetstone Park, London’.  
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5.9 Farmhouse 
 

Overview 
 

5.9.1 The farmhouse (Figures 30-32) is situated to the south of the walled farm complex and 
lies on the same alignment, with the principal elevation facing south-east (hereafter 
simplified south; Plate 38). The main part is roughly rectangular in form and comprises 
two storeys plus attic under hipped slated roofs. A pair of single storey ranges with 
hipped roofs adjoin the north side of the building and are linked by a rudimentary flat-
roofed single storey link. Like the farm complex, the farmhouse is constructed of 
London stock brick laid in English bond. The ground floor of the building is now 
accessed independently from the upper levels, via the main entrance on the south side 
and another opening on the north side which is now internalised by the single storey 
extension. The first floor level is accessed by a later external staircase situated on the 
west side. Four prominent chimney stacks with orange-red brick detailing are situated 
two each towards the north and south ends. All elevations are served by a series of 
cast iron drainpipes some of which have been substituted with PVC replacements. 
Unless otherwise stated all original window openings have a concrete cill with 
chamfered detailing and simple run-out stops, and a combination of flat and segmental 
arched heads, all of gauged orange-red brick. The same bricks are used to form a 
string course between ground and first floor level, and corbelled eaves-courses.  There 
is a small offset in the brickwork at ground level. 
 
Exterior 
 

5.9.2 The principal elevation is rendered at ground level and has tile-hanging above which 
terminates in a sprocketed finish at first floor level. The string course, eaves course 
and offset are also rendered over. The main entrance is located at the centre, next to 
which the western end of the elevation projects by approximately one metre.  The 
doorway has a semi-circular plain-glazed overlight and bullnosed door jambs with 
simple run-out stops. It has a four panel door which comprises two recessed lower 
panels and two glazed upper panes (Plate 39). The door is reached by two concrete 
steps and is accompanied to the west by a cast iron boot scraper. The doorway is 
flanked on either side by paired, horned sashes.  This is mirrored at first floor level, 
where there is also a single sash window above the doorway.  The windows of the 
western projection comprise six-over-six panes, while the remainder are of four-over-
four pane, with those at ground floor level having a plain-glazed lower sash. The 
eastern pair of first floor windows is topped by a rendered brickwork pediment which 
disrupts the roof-line. 

 
5.9.3 The east elevation (Plate 40) is dominated by a central half-hipped projection which is 

framed by two substantial chimney stacks which pierce the roof at its apex. It has three 
sash windows at both ground and first floor level, all of which have six upper panes and 
a single lower pane. Those at ground floor level have flat gauged brick heads and those 
at first floor level comprise arched brick lintels. The first floor windows are framed by 
three tiers of orange-red brick banding at eaves level. The south end comprises a 
featureless expanse of brickwork except for a narrow section of render and tile-hanging 
which continues from the south elevation and two ornate air-bricks at eaves level. The 
north end contains two sashes at both ground and first floor levels. All comprise the 
six-over-single pane arrangement as previously described.  
 

5.9.4 The elevation is joined at its north end by a west – east aligned, single storey 
rectangular range. At the time of the survey this range was extensively overgrown with 
vegetation. A single modern timber boarded door provides access to the range on its 
south. The east elevation contains a single arched-head window with paired, un-horned 
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sashes of two-over-two panes with thick central mullion. The window is served by side-
hung, louvred timber shutters which appear to be a later addition.  

 
5.9.5 The north elevation of the principal range is predominantly obscured by the single 

storey additions situated on this side (Plate 41), with only the first floor level being 
visible. The eastern end at first floor level is plain, whereas the western end contains 
two windows. The westernmost window is a later timber-framed casement with top-
hung opening light. The window to the east is boarded-over externally. Both interrupt 
the brick banding at eaves level and have characteristic concrete cills. Although now 
concealed, at ground level there is a central four panel door with recessed lower panels 
and glazed upper panes. 

 
5.9.6 The north elevation of the eastern single storey range (Plate 41) contains a single door 

opening at its western end comprising a plain timber architrave of modern appearance 
which has evidence of reworking and no longer retains its door. To the east of the door 
are three windows, two of which comprise paired, un-horned sliding sashes of two-
over-two panes with thick central mullion and arched brick heads. The third window, 
set immediately east of the doorway, is a modern replacement comprising a timber-
framed casement with top-hung opening light. Unlike all other windows, the window 
has a timber cill and concrete lintel. Evidence of reworking around the window suggests 
the opening formerly comprised an arrangement which roughly corresponds with the 
windows to the east.  
 

5.9.7 The adjoining flat-roofed link which adjoins to the west is constructed in a dark brown 
brick, laid in the same bond as elsewhere with cement mortar. The visible north 
elevation comprises a featureless expanse of brickwork topped by a simple brick head 
with twin tile drip-mould beneath. Above, there are a series of timber louvred vents 
covered by PVC corrugated roof sheeting. The use of extensive ventilation grills 
suggests this link was constructed to house modern plant equipment. A central area of 
render upon the elevation marks the location of former external stores which have since 
been demolished. These stores appear to have formed three separate enclosures with 
open-fronted north ends. The store walls formerly comprised cement blockwork and an 
extension of the brown brickwork as elsewhere. Areas of brickwork toothing indicate 
the location of these former walls.  
 

5.9.8 At the far western end of the north elevation is a small single storey rectangular block 
with hipped slate roof. It is accessed externally on its north side by a doorway which 
bears signs of reworking, which houses a four-panel door with two recessed lower 
panels and glazed upper panes. A short section of cast iron railings with gate and 
ornate newel posts (some of which remains in-situ with other parts displaced 
elsewhere), once enclosed this doorway, and was accessed from the main access 
track to the west side.  
 

5.9.9 The west elevation of the block has a doorway at its southern end which leads into a 
short west – east aligned passage. The doorway has a cement-rendered flat head, with 
bead-moulded boarded door, and retains its historic Staffordshire blue brick paviours. 
It provides access on its north side into the single storey block, and on its south side 
into an adjoining opposing range.  
 

5.9.10 The adjacent range is also only a single storey. It has a slate mono-pitch roof which 
slopes to the south. This is flanked to the south-west and north-east sides by a stepped 
cement-capped parapet with tile drip-mould detailing. Internally it comprises two small 
stores. The western store is accessed via the passage and the smaller eastern store 
is accessed from the flat-roofed link via a single doorway on its east side. The range is 
constructed in brown brickwork, laid in English bond and is similar in appearance to the 
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link on the north side. The north elevation houses a boarded door with bead-moulded 
detailing and a single, two-pane sliding sash which lights the eastern store. The south 
elevation comprises an expanse of the same brickwork with two straight joints visible 
at its eastern end. It is possible these reworked areas formed previous openings but 
the nature of these are unknown due to the lower level of the wall now being obscured 
by the insertion of a concrete staircase in this location. The wall is topped by a simple 
brick head. The concrete steps are formed of the same brickwork and display the same 
brick head and tile drip-mould detailing as on the adjoining range. The insertion of the 
external staircase has resulted in an infilled window within the far northern end of the 
west elevation of the main structure, which has been made redundant by the landing 
which now crosses it.  
 

5.9.11 The west elevation of the principal range comprises a featureless expanse of brickwork 
at the far northern end. This is joined at its north-west corner by a centrally located stair 
tower. The stair tower has a noticeably lower roof height and mono-pitch slate roof 
which slope to the west. The block is accessed via the later external staircase which 
leads to a modern timber board door set within the west elevation at first floor level. To 
the south, there is a single horned sash at ground level and two six-over-six panes 
sashes above. The southern end of the elevation is dominated by a projecting bay 
similar to that described on the east elevation, although here has a hipped roof  

 
Interior – Ground Floor 
 

5.9.12 Overall the building retains many original fixtures and fittings. Unless otherwise stated, 
the walls of the original rooms and circulation areas have an integral ovolo moulded 
skirting with no additional detailing. Original doors comprise four recessed moulded 
panels with ovolo-moulded architraves. The floors comprise original timber floorboards 
covered with carpet or linoleum and the walls and ceilings are plastered and painted. 
A series of modern radiators are situated throughout the building and all electrics and 
lighting are modern at ground floor level. 
 

5.9.13 The ground floor comprises five principal rooms with five lesser rooms located to the 
rear. The doorway on the front elevation leads into a small lobby separated from the 
main hallway by a half-glazed screen and doorway both displaying moulded lower 
panels and obscured glazing (Plate 42). The integral skirting which runs the length of 
the spine corridor continues behind this screen indicating it as a later insertion (Plate 
43). The lobby area has decorative diamond patterned black and red quarry tile flooring 
(Plate 44). On the east side of the lobby is a doorway which leads into a single reception 
room (Room 1). The room is lit by two windows on the south side. The timber window 
surround is the same as the ovolo moulding found on the door architraves with round-
edged flush timber cill below. The north wall has a chimneystack with a former hearth 
and fireplace evidenced in the now blocked plasterboard insert and uncovered timber 
floorboards. Room 2 on the west side of the lobby originally formed the south-eastern 
end of a much larger principal reception room which has been latterly divided into two 
smaller rooms with an inserted partition to the north-west. The original room (Rooms 2 
and 3) was originally accessed via a door to the northern end of Room 3. A plain 
architrave and flush four panel door has been inserted to the south-east end of a 
chimneystack in the east wall serve Room 2. An ovolo-moulded timber skirting has 
been added to the partition wall in an attempt to tie-in these modifications with the 
original features. The original room was lit by a square bay window to the west side, 
which is now bisected by the later partition, and a pair of sashes within the south wall. 
Curved walls enclose the chimneystack which has been made redundant by the 
inserted partition.  
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5.9.14 Within the western end of the north wall of Room 3, there is a doorway (door missing), 
which opens out into a bare brick passage (Plate 45).  It is lit by a single sash to the 
west, and has a redundant doorway to the north which is filled with stretcher-bonded 
brown brick. Evidence of an additional blocked doorway, in the form of scaring to the 
plastered wall finish, is seen within the east side of the passage. The northern opening 
was made redundant by the addition of the later staircase block. The area is likely to 
have originally formed a typical under stair storage area, accessible from Room 3, but 
appears to have been modified to create an ancillary service passage with exterior 
access. The blocked opening within the east wall suggests the area was historically 
connected to the adjoining under-stair store to the east, this would have created a 
rather uncharacteristic L-shaped circulation route encircling the principal internal 
staircase.  
 

5.9.15 The staircase and adjacent shower room (Room 4) are located to the north of Room 3, 
and accessed via the main hall to the east side. The doorway serving the stairway has 
two glazed upper panes. Not much remains of the original staircase arrangement as it 
has been blocked at its return upon the splitting of the ground and first floor levels into 
individual apartments. The staircase comprises closed concrete treads with no notable 
architectural embellishment. Walls and ceilings are of plain painted plaster. Room 4 is 
likely to have originally formed an under-stair store but has been converted to serve as 
a narrow shower room. The floor has a linoleum cover and the painted bare brick walls 
have been covered at their lower level with modern ceramic tiles.  
 

5.9.16 Immediately adjacent the former staircase doorway is Room 5, which appears to retain 
its original dimensions despite having a replacement plain timber skirting. The room is 
lit from the eastern sash trio with the same architraves as elsewhere. A fireplace is 
preserved on the south wall, which comprises a simple stained hardwood surround with 
red-brown ceramic infill and slender mantel shelf (Plate 46). The inset cast iron grate 
remains in-situ and forms the only original element of the fireplace, the surrounding 
elements are all consistent with a mid-20th century date. The former hearth is covered 
by modern carpet flooring.  

  
5.9.17 To the north of Room 5, to the rear of the main farmhouse range is the kitchen (Room 

6; Plate 47). This relatively small room displays a linoleum floor cover (presumably for 
hygiene purposes), no skirting, painted brick and tile covered walls and plastered 
ceiling. The room is lit by its original paired sashes to the east wall. The room is 
dominated by the large open chimney stack located to the south side. The 
chimneystack is relatively plain and does not display rounded jambs like that previously 
described within the principal reception room. It has a plain tiled surround which is 
recessed at the centre to accommodate a mid-20th century gas stove with flue. Filling 
the western recess is a substantial integral timber wall cabinet. The timber frame 
displays a typical moulding, suggesting it forms an original feature. By comparison the 
doors comprise slender recessed flush panels with a series of ventilation holes at their 
top level. All remaining fixtures and fittings within this room are of a modern 
appearance. The use of painted brick and tile walls and lack of architectural adornment 
signify this room as an ancillary service room and is likely to have formed the original 
farmhouse kitchen.  

   
5.9.18 Rooms 7 and 8 are located to the rear of the hall, opposite Room 6. The rooms 

originally formed two individual stores which have been converted into a toilet and 
bathroom. Both rooms are entered via typical four panel doors which lack the moulding 
as seen on the more prominent doorways. The bathroom (Room 7) is entirely of 
modern appearance comprising a linoleum floor, white ceramic tiled walls and lowered 
plastered ceiling with hatch providing access to the modern services above. The bath 
suite and two-light timber casement window are of modern construction. The window 
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has a combination of both side hung and top hung opening lights with obscured glazing. 
The window opens out onto the concrete base of the inserted external staircase. Above 
the modern window arrangement is evidence of a former high set narrow window 
opening with arched head which presumably lit this space originally. Room 8 forms a 
single narrow room of similar arrangement; with linoleum floor, plain timber skirting, 
tiled walls and low level plastered ceiling with hatch opening with services above. The 
room is lit from an original sash window within the north-west wall.  

  
5.9.19 The hall terminates at its north end with a half-glazed timber door with recessed lower 

panels and mouldings, similar in appearance to the opposing principal doorway. Above 
this end of the hall is an inserted bead-moulded timber clad lower floor level. This 
enclosed storage space supports a large riveted steel water tank above set upon 
substantial steel lintels which truncate the hall walls on either side. 
 

5.9.20 Beyond the rear doorway is a secondary passage which forms covered access to the 
various single storey structures adjoining the principal range at the north-west end. The 
passage is clearly a later addition which has been created by the subsequent infilling 
of the once external area between the two original outbuildings. The passage has a 
continuous concrete screed floor, with plain painted plasterboard clad walls and timber 
panel ceiling boards. The rear of the passage has a single external doorway opening 
with plain timber architrave (door removed). The north-east range has been fitted out 
with modern wall and ceiling finishes and comprises a concrete screed floor. The walls 
are coved to the ceiling and comprise plain plasterboard panelling. The range is split 
into two rooms, the western space provides internal passage between the central 
corridor and far eastern room (Plate 48). 
 

5.9.21 The area to the west of the passage is formed in part by an L-shaped courtyard which 
has since been roofed. The northern side of this is enclosed by the concrete block walls 
of the flat-roofed link which appears to be late 20th century in date. This area serves as 
a store shed with corrugated PVC roof. The store is entered via a flush modern timber 
door to the east and is connected to the far western outbuilding by a former external 
boarded, ledged and braced timber door. The store roof is supported by a series of 
timber posts which rest on concrete plinths. It is likely the eastern end of the structure 
was historically open to the circulation route on this side. The presence of timber 
louvred vents within the upper level of the north wall suggests the space is likely to 
have housed plant equipment at some point in its recent past.  
 
First Floor 

 
5.9.22 The first floor level is accessed via the external stair, which leads to the inserted 

external doorway set within the west elevation. The staircase, which is of dog-leg type, 
is formed of concrete steps with a simple wall-mounted tubular steel handrail. What 
remains of the main internal staircase, retains its original integral moulded skirting as 
found elsewhere within the principal rooms and circulation areas and is lit by a pair of 
three-over-three sashes windows (Plate 49).  
 

5.9.23 The stair terminates at a typical door of four recessed panels with ovolo-moulded 
architrave (Plate 50). The door opens onto a spine corridor which mirrors the ground 
floor arrangement. The corridor has plain plastered walls and plain timber skirting and 
carpet cover. Areas of water ingress reveal a painted lath and plaster ceiling above. All 
electrics at this level retain their Bakelite switches. Either end of the corridor has been 
partitioned with slender timber framed partition screens much like the one which 
separates the entrance porch at ground floor level. The screen to the southern end of 
the corridor comprises bead-moulded timber panelling, whereas the northern screen is 
part-glazed. Both screens contain a typical four panel door which provides access into 
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the converted areas, the southern end serving as a bathroom and the northern end as 
a WC. The converted corridor rooms are fitted out with modern bathroom appliances, 
which post-date the condition report of the building undertaken ten years previously, 
which describes a retained cast iron bath which is no longer in-situ. Both rooms have 
modern linoleum flooring, plain plastered walls and ceilings with ceramic tile surround 
around porcelain appliances. The plain skirting as described within the corridor 
continues around the perimeter of each narrow room. Both rooms are lit by a single 
sliding timber sash comprising a four pane upper light with single lower pane, rolled 
slender timber cill and ovolo-moulded architrave.  
 

5.9.24 An ovolo-moulded opening to the south of the staircase leads into a small lobby with 
painted plaster walls and skeiling. The space has a carpeted floor bounded by an ovolo 
moulded timber skirting. Two four-panel doors, recessed on their outer face, and with 
with plain architraves, provide access into two further rooms (Rooms 9 and 10), which 
like Rooms 2 and 3 below originally formed a single room of.  The room was arranged 
as that below with a fireplace on the east wall and windows on the south and west 
walls. Room 9 is an essentially L-shaped space and has a slender ovolo-moulded 
timber skirting which runs around the original walls to the north and west and a plain 
timber skirting to the later partition. Paired frosted single pane windows punctuate the 
partition wall. 
 

5.9.25 Room 10 occupies the remaining south-eastern end of the original room in this location. 
The room is entered on its north side via a constructed corridor which is lit by from 
borrowed light from Room 9. The passage is narrowed at its south-east end by a large 
chimneystack (latterly blocked) set within the curved walls of the north-east wall. The 
treatment of this room is similar as elsewhere. The carpeted floor extends to 
wallpapered plastered walls and plain painted skeiling. All windows have ovolo-
moulded timber architraves and slender rolled timber cills. The room is lit from the south 
and west. All walls have a lender ovolo-moulded timber skirting.  
 

5.9.26 The three rooms to the north-east side of the central corridor mirror those at ground 
floor level. Room 11 is situated adjacent to the bathroom carved from the south-east 
end of the corridor. The room is entered in the usual manner by a deeply recessed four 
panel timber door with ovolo-moulded architrave. The deep recessing of the door 
panelling and the relative thickness of the door indicate this room is likely to have 
originally served as principal bedroom quarters. The carpeted floor is bordered by an 
ovolo-moulded timber skirting, wallpapered plastered walls and painted skeiling. The 
room is lit by paired sliding sashes to the south. The single notable feature within this 
room is the central chimneystack which dominates the north-west wall. The 
chimneystack has curved brick jambs with simple run-out stops at its base (Plate 51). 
It retains a timber surround, set in slight relief from the wall, with chamfered detailing 
on its inner edge with simple run-out stops. The fireplace has been latterly blocked with 
plywood board, removal of a small area of this board reveals an open hearth with brick 
flue.  
 

5.9.27 Room 12 has an identical floor plan as its ground floor counterpart and is entered via 
the central corridor by a flush four panel timber door. The room displays the usual 
decorative characteristics with the addition of a slim rolled timber picture rail separating 
the painted plastered walls from the skeiling above. Adjacent the party wall shared by 
Room 11 are areas of truncated skeiling which accommodate the softwood roof rafter 
arrangement above. The room is lit in the typical manner from the north-east. The room 
is dominated by a central chimneystack set within the south-east wall which displays a 
mirrored appearance to its southern counterpart, which it presumably shares a flue. 
The notable difference is a plain timber mantel which has not been retained within 
Room 11.  
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5.9.28 Room 13 is situated directly above the kitchen at ground floor level and served as 

bedroom quarters of lesser status than all other rooms on this level. It has a slender 
flush four panel timber door set within a plain timber architrave which provide access 
to the room. All details are as elsewhere comprising carpet flooring, ovolo-moulded 
skirting, painted plastered walls and skeiling. The room is lit by paired sliding sashes 
housed within the east wall. A blocked chimneystack of identical arrangement as that 
noted in Room 12 is situated above that at ground floor level within the south-east wall. 
The south-west chimney alcove is filled with a built-in cupboard with shallow recessed 
four panel door and round copper doorknob. Internally the cupboard retains a single 
shelf at its upper level and a modern coat hook rack.  
 

5.9.29 The last room (Room 14) on this floor is situated to the north side of the staircase and 
most recently served as a kitchen for the first floor apartment following the subdivision 
of the interior (Plate 52). It is likely this room originally served as an additional bedroom 
heated by a fireplace on the east wall. The fireplace has since been blocked and has 
lost all other detailing. As with all other chimneystacks at first floor level, the brick jambs 
are rounded with simple run-out stops at both base and ceiling level (Plate 53). The 
room has a modern linoleum floor tile cover, plain painted plastered walls and skeiling 
and slender ovolo-moulded skirting. All appliances are of modern appearance and 
include a porcelain sink and WC, with stainless steel sink cabinet. A break within the 
skirting on the south-east wall indicates the location of the former WC in this location. 
The room is lit from the north-west via a modern timber framed casement window of 
two single panes, despite these alterations the ovolo-moulded architrave and slender 
rolled timber cill have been retained. The room is served by two built-in shelved 
cupboards, both accessed by a four panel door with rounded copper doorknob and 
locking casement detailing. One cupboard protrudes from the northern chimney alcove 
and houses a series of softwood shelving and presumably forms a later addition. The 
second storage cupboard appears to form an original feature, with a deeply recessed 
four panel door, substantial locking mechanism and copper doorknob on either side. 
The architrave is moulded but slender is design. It would have been a common feature 
to have a storage cupboard utilise the space found above the ground floor staircase 
return. The relatively deep storage cupboard has a set of hardwood wall mounted 
shelves.  
 

5.10 South Lodge 
 

Overview 
 

5.10.1 South Lodge follows a roughly rectangular footprint, set on a north – south alignment, 
with the principal elevation fronting Portland Road to the west. The building is two 
storeys with an orange tile roof covering. Originally the building comprised an 
essentially L-shaped structure with north – south aligned range to the rear, with 
westwards projection adjoining to the south. Since construction the building has been 
extended substantially on its northern side to accommodate an adjacent westwards 
projection matching the southern range and a further smaller extension to the rear 
north-east corner. A later single storey, flat-roofed extension, has been subsequently 
added to the south-western range during the latter stages of the 20th century.  The 
building has most recently been used as three separate apartments. 

 
5.10.2 The building is largely of two storeys, with gabled roofs with projecting barge boards. 

The main building elements are constructed in London stock brick laid in Flemish bond 
which is clad with orange ‘fish-scale’ tile hanging at first floor level. The tile hung wall 
finish is separated from ground floor level by a sprocketed projection with paired 
corbelled brickwork below. The south-western extension comprises a single storey only 
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and is constructed using slightly larger yellow bricks laid in stretcher bond. The building 
presently has three main entrances: two occupying a central location within the western 
elevation and a single entrance in the north-east corner. These were presumably 
arranged to create individual entrances into the three apartments that were formed 
during the second half of the 20th century. Originally the building’s principal entrance 
was situated to the centre of the west elevation. All elevations are served by a series 
of cast iron drainpipes some of which have been substituted with PVC replacements. 
Unless otherwise stated all original window openings have a concrete cill with 
chamfered detailing and simple run-out stops. Window lintels comprise arched orange-
red brick dressings. All windows are boarded externally. A series of high-set airbricks 
pierce each elevation at ground floor level. 
 
Exterior 

 
5.10.3 The ground floor level of the west elevation is dominated at its centre by a rectangular 

porch (Plate 54). The porch is constructed in stretcher-bonded London stock brick and 
replaces the original main entrance in this location. The porch is of a single storey with 
flat felt roof and timber soffit, set upon a concrete base. Doorways are set within the 
west and north elevations, both of which are of modern construction comprising flush 
timber frames and architraves with upper and lower single glazed panes. The western 
door provides access to the southern apartment and the northern door provides access 
to the first floor level apartment. No evidence of the former entrance remains visible. 
To the immediate north of the porch is a single window, while there is a single centrally-
placed window above. The north and south ends of the elevation project westwards 
from the central section. The northern projection contains a centrally-placed window at 
each ground and first floor levels, as does the first floor of the southern projection. The 
remainder of the elevation to the south side is obscured by the modern extension. This 
structure is of stretcher-bonded yellow brick and comprises a single storey with flat felt 
roof. The structure appears on historic mapping at the same time as the main entrance 
modifications and was built to provide bathroom and kitchen facilities to the newly-
created southern apartment. The structure contains two small windows to its western 
side and a single window within its southern wall. All windows are narrow timber framed 
casements with concrete lintel and projecting concrete cill. 
 

5.10.4 The south elevation contains a canted bay window at its western end which has an 
orange tile roof which truncates the first floor level tile hanging. The window appears to 
be constructed in yellow brickwork which matches that of the central porch within the 
west elevation, suggesting is forms a later alteration to an existing flush façade. The 
eastern end of the ground floor level has a single window of typical design. The first 
floor level is particularly featureless, except for a single window that has been inserted 
into the top eastern corner just below the eaves. The window has a flush concrete lintel 
and projecting cill, as those on the west elevation (Plate 55).  
 

5.10.5 The east elevation comprises a flush southern range, with a north-eastern range, which 
is set back a short distance from the remaining façade, and extends in a northwards 
direction. To the rear of the north-south aligned range is the protruding eastern 
elevation of the north-west range (Plate 56). The merging of all three, two storey 
elements on this rear elevation create a rather awkward and unsatisfactory 
arrangement. The ground floor level of the original north-south aligned range, situated 
at the southern end of the elevation, contains a flush brick façade with two window 
opening. The southern window is tall and narrow and mirrors that within the western 
side of the north-west range. The northern window is large and squat in comparison an 
replicates the window proportions more commonly found at first floor level. The first 
floor level of the same range is filled in an identical manner, with each window set 
directly above its ground floor counterpart. Both are of the same squat proportions as 
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those displayed to the north at ground floor and contain the typical detailing. The paired 
pediments above each window form a W-shaped roof, the centre of which retains an 
original cast iron downspout. The ground floor level of the northern projection contains 
a centrally located, single narrow window of typical design. Above which is a single 
window at first floor level. The northern projection is gabled to the north side and is set 
at a lower level from the north-south aligned range to the south.  

 
5.10.6 The east elevation of the north-west range is painted at its lower level with modern 

acrylic paint which identifies the former location of the adjacent outbuilding shown on 
historic mapping. The only built elements which remain of any former structures in this 
location include an area of raised concrete hardstanding which extends to the north 
and east above the surrounding ground level and presumably formed the foundations. 
A substantial half-height brick wall extends form the range’s northern end to the east 
in the same Flemish-bonded London stock brick as elsewhere and measures a width 
of 0.62m. Situated to the immediate west of this brick wall is a series of toothing within 
the elevation brickwork to door height which identifies the former outbuilding as single 
storey structure. This is further evidenced by scarring and redundant wall sockets left 
within the brickwork at ground floor level. The first floor level is obscured on its southern 
side by the adjacent northern range. The northern end is filled with a single window 
comprising paired horned sliding timber sashes, each containing two lights formerly 
filled by a single glazed pane (now removed). The cill and lintel detailing is as 
elsewhere.  
 

5.10.7 The north elevation is comprised of the terminating end of the north-eastern projection, 
in addition to the northern façade of the north-west extension range (Plate 57). The 
north-eastern range is set far back from the projecting western end of the elevation and 
appears to truncate the eastern side of the adjacent western range. All features are 
situated, rather awkwardly, on western side of the elevation where the two ranges 
meet. The elevation contains single small window and single leaf doorway at ground 
floor level, with two corresponding windows in the same location at first floor. The 
eastern window at first floor level mirrors that below, whereas the western window is 
larger and abuts the adjacent western range. All windows on this elevation form the 
usual cill and lintel detailing as described within the overview. A cast iron sewage 
downpipe is situated to the east of all features within this façade, identifying the 
northernmost room at first floor level as a toilet. A PVC replacement pipe runs adjacent 
and serves as drainage for the guttering. The north-western extension is dominated at 
ground floor level by a large canted bay window of identical design as its southern 
counterpart. Also constructed in a slightly lighter yellow brick, this window appears to 
form a later addition. The first floor level is featureless, except for a retained cast iron 
downspout mounted at its western end. The PVC downpipe replacement extends to a 
ground level drain constructed using red coping bricks. 

 
 Interior – Ground Floor 
 
5.10.8 The interior of the structure has been subdivided into three separate apartments, each 

served by an individual entrance. Originally the building formed an L-shaped footprint 
with all principal rooms situated within the north – south aligned rear range and east – 
west aligned southern range. The southern range was accompanied on its northern 
side by the principal staircase which extended eastwards from the former western 
doorway, much in the same manner as it does presently. The subsequent phased 
extension of the structure to the north has effectively doubled the floor plan of the 
building and has been done so in a sensitive manner as to replicate the existing ranges. 
 

5.10.9 Currently the southern east – west aligned range and adjoining western extension 
comprises Flat 1. The northern end of the original north – south aligned range, with 
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northern projection and south-western range forms Flat 2. Flat 3 occupies the entirety 
of the first floor level. All units are self-contained and cannot be accessed via any other 
means than by their associated principal entrance.  
 

5.10.10 Flat 1 is entered on at its north-west corner via a low level lobby (Plate 58). The L-
shaped lobby has a concrete screed floor, plain timber skirting and plasterboard 
panelling to its walls and ceiling. The lobby forms a modern alteration to allow passage 
from the modified western entrance and western extension. To the immediate south 
of the lobby is the western extension. All areas within the extension comprise a 
concrete floor, plain chamfered timber skirting and painted plastered walls and 
ceilings. All doors are of a flush timber design with plain timber architraves. Room 1 
contains modern bathroom units and ceramic tiling to the south and west walls. A 
collapsed ceiling reveals a series of softwood roof timbers. The room is entered on its 
eastern side and is lit by a metal-framed casement to the west, with top-hung opening 
light. Room 2 serves as a purpose built kitchen with modern units. The room is entered 
from the north and is lit from the west and south via metal-framed casement windows, 
each comprising a top and bottom hung light. The eastern wall of the kitchen measures 
a width of 0.48m and formerly comprises the original external west elevation. The wall 
has been knocked through in order to create a serving hatch into the adjoining room 
(Plate 59). 

 
5.10.11 The lobby opens to the east into a full height east – west aligned corridor (Plate 60). 

The floor comprises wide timber boards, the plastered walls have plain chamfered 
timber skirtings and have been hung with wallpaper. The ceiling is of painted plain 
plaster.  Where a section of the ceiling has collapsed, deep-section floor joists are 
visible. The corridor is situated to the south of the staircase which has been separated 
by the insertion of a lightweight timber stud plasterboard partition wall. Below the 
eastern end of the staircase is an early under-stair storage cupboard, with slender 
flush timber doors and rounded timber architrave. The corridor retains little in the way 
of original features, except for the wide ovolo-moulded timber architraves which 
provide access to the remaining rooms within this range. Room 3, located on the 
southern side of the corridor, is entered via an original substantial four panel timber 
door with deeply recessed panels to its outer face (Plate 61). The large room is 
essentially square in layout and dominated by the canted bay window to the south and 
central chimneystack to the east. The floor comprises wide timber floorboards with a 
modern vinyl cover. The wallpapered plaster walls have a tall moulded timber skirting 
measuring a height of 0.25m. A rounded timber picture rail extends below a stepped 
moulded plaster cornice (Plate 62). The sizeable chimneystack to the east formerly 
held a central fireplace which has since been blocked and papered over. The room 
was most recently heated with a single modern steel radiator mounted to the west wall 
and south window. A large downstand follows the line of the southern wall, separating 
the canted bay window. The cornice continues unbroken upon this downstand. The 
bay window contains three individual horned timber sliding sashes of single pane 
design. Each sash retains a set of sliding timber shutters – an unusual feature (Plates 
63 and 64).  

 
5.10.12 Room 4, located adjacent to Room 3 on the south side of the corridor, forms a similar 

room of slightly smaller proportions. The room in entered via an identical four panel 
timber door and architrave arrangement as found to the west. The room was originally 
heated by a substantial fireplace set within the north wall which has since been 
blocked and latterly opened and re-plastered at its upper level to create a deep storage 
recess. Areas of the floorboards are missing and reveal a concrete foundation set at 
a depth of approximately 0.8m from floor level (Plate 65). The timber boards are 
themselves set upon a series of brick piers. The walls, skirting and ceiling detailing 
are the same as in Room 3. The room is lit from the east and south via paired timber 
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sliding sashes with horned detailing. As with those within Room 3, the windows 
comprise stepped moulded timber architraves with single glazed panes. The same 
shutter arrangement described in Room 3 is found also within these windows.  

 
5.10.13 Flat 2 occupies the northern half of the building. It is entered via the north elevation, 

although the doorway no longer remains and has been boarded externally with a 
plywood board. A central hall (Plate 66) which extends on a north – south alignment, 
terminates at the southern end with a modern cupboard within the under-stair area. 
The hall has a carpeted floor, wallpapered plastered walls, painted plaster ceiling and 
plain chamfered timber skirting. The skirting within the cupboard below the stair retains 
its wide stepped moulded design, seen within the original rooms of Flat 1. The northern 
end of the hall has been widened on its eastern side by the alteration of the room 
layout at this end. The original path of the internal wall divisions at this end continued 
in a northwards direction adjacent the doorway, as evidenced in the downstand at 
ceiling level. The eastern wall has been set back to the east to create a small bathroom 
which is entered on its west side. The internal space is lit via a four-over-four sliding 
timber horned sash, set to the east of the external doorway. 

 
5.10.14 The bathroom (Room 5) retains little in the way of early features. The room is entered 

via a flush timber door with plain architrave and has been fitted out with modern 
bathroom units. The room has a vinyl floor finish, plain timber skirting with painted 
plastered walls and ceiling. A large central chimney stack dominates the southern wall, 
its fireplace now blocked with timber boarding. The room it lit by a single window to 
the east, comprising a six-over-one sliding timber horned sash, with plain timber 
architrave.  

 
5.10.15 Room 6 is situated adjacent to the bathroom to the south and appears to retain its 

original layout (Plate 67). The room retains its ovolo-moulded timber architrave to the 
west, which house a timber door with two recessed lower panels and two glazed upper 
panes. The room has wide timber floorboards as elsewhere and wallpapered plaster 
walls. The ceiling is plain painted plaster. The treatment of this room is significantly 
plainer than those within Flat 1, with no adornment in the form of picture rails or cornice 
detailing. The wide timber skirting is plain throughout. The room was originally heated 
with fireplace situated to the north, this has been blocked but the stack remains in-
situ. The room is well lit by a substantial trio of timber sliding sashes, set to the east 
side with ovolo-moulded timber architrave which extends to floor level. The removal 
of a modern radiator has revealed a series of recessed timber panels which house 
similar sliding shutters as elsewhere. 

 
5.10.16 Opposite Room 6 is a narrow room (Room 7) which has most recently been utilised 

as a kitchen. The doorway has a plain timber architrave, with four panel timber door 
displaying shallow recessing to the inner face. The floors are covered with modern 
linoleum. The skirting is of a plain timber design and the walls and ceiling comprise 
painted plain plaster. The room is lit to the west via a two pane sliding timber sash 
with plain architrave. A small opening made within the north wall acts as a serving 
hatch into the adjacent principal room. The hatch doors are of flush timber, set within 
a plain architrave (Plate 68). 

 
5.10.17 The north-west corner of the building is occupied by a single substantial room (Room 

8). On its eastern side it has a blocked fireplace and is lit in the same manner as Room 
3 having a canted bay window set to the north (Plate 69).  
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First Floor 
 
5.10.18 A thorough inspection of the first floor was not possible due to the poor condition of 

the structure, although where safe to do so photographs were taken from the top of 
the staircase. The first floor level layout largely appeared to mirror that found at ground 
floor level with floor, wall and ceiling treatments replicating those viewed below. An 
indicative first floor plan has been produced as part of the survey but this should be 
used for reference purposes only.  

 
5.10.19 Flat 3 is entered via the internal staircase (Plate 70). The appearance of the staircase 

is wholly modern with plain plastered walls and ceiling and vinyl covered treads. The 
north and south walls retain a tall moulded timber skirting. The staircase is served by 
a simple wall-mounted timber rail. The first floor level generally comprises a central 
north – south aligned hallway with tall stepped moulded timber skirting along its length, 
terminating with a toilet at its northern end. To the east side of the hall, from north to 
south, comprised a bathroom, lounge and bedroom. The southern end contained a 
large bedroom. To the immediate north side of the stair was a medium sized room, 
most recently utilised as a kitchen. A six pane timber window with stepped architrave 
set within the east side of the kitchen, allows borrowed natural light to illuminate the 
staircase below (Plate 71). An additional bedroom filled the north-west corner at first 
floor level. 

  
5.11 Air-raid Shelter 
 
5.11.1 Situated a short distance to the south-east corner of the South Lodge is a small 

rectangular air-raid shelter. The structure is relatively simple in its design comprising 
a red brick sub-surface structure laid in English bond and set in a hard cement mortar. 
The visible roof elements are of concrete with a course gravel aggregate. The 
principal entrance is located on the north elevation and comprises an opening with 
cement slab threshold, framed by low level brick walls which rise c.0.25m above 
ground height to the east and west sides (Plate 72). The entrance appears to have 
formerly been hung with a door or gate as evidenced by the redundant iron pintels 
secured to the western jamb, that have since been removed. The opening is capped 
by a soldier course brick lintel above which is the concrete roof construction. All other 
elevations are below ground level. The only visible feature elsewhere comprises a 
series of concrete blocks on the east elevation which block a former opening in this 
location.  

 
5.11.2 Beyond the northern entrance there is a narrow north – south aligned entrance 

passage.  The ground level of the shelter is set approximately 1.67m beneath the 
surrounding ground level. A series of four brick steps slope to the south onto a flat 
concrete lobby floor. The brick walls encasing the passage are finished with a thick 
cement render internally. The lobby contains a doorway to the east side: slender 
softwood door jambs remain in-situ but the door has been removed (Plate 73).  

 
5.11.3 Internally the structure forms a single small room with emergency exit in the east wall 

(Plate 74). The walls are constructed in red brick as elsewhere but have been covered 
throughout with a thick cement render. It has a concrete floor and shuttered consrete 
roof. The emergency exit is located adjacent to the principal entrance and has since 
been blocked with plywood board and concrete blocks. Air-raid shelters dating to 
World War II commonly had a secondary exit in case the principal entrance became 
blocked whilst occupied. Earlier shelters instead had a thinner section of roof which 
could be opened up from the interior if the same situation were to occur. As such this 
structure displays more elements more commonly found in shelters post-dating the 
1930s and is likely to date to this period. The exit is a small rectangular opening with 
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former sloping passage to ground level. The exit is positioned at a height from the 
floor and was served by a small iron step mounted to the east wall, the scars of which 
are still discernable. Four areas of exposed brickwork are located in opposing 
locations on the east and west walls and appear to mark the location of former wall 
mounts for either beds or seating. These fittings were formerly secured with two nails 
on each side and are likely to have been constructed in wood. The nails remain in situ 
whereas the wooden elements remain scattered across the floor surface. The 
structure was ventilated internally by a series of airbricks mounted at ceiling height 
onto timber boards within each corner. A set of four wall mounted timber boards are 
fitted to each wall. The nature of these raised panels is unclear. 

 

 
6.0 DISCUSSION 
 
6.1 The majority of the buildings were constructed towards the end of the 19th century and 

form part of the initial development works of the hospital complex. The farm complex 
with its farmhouse and the lodge are interesting for their historic association with the 
Cane Hill Hospital built around institutional ideology. The farm complex is also 
interesting as a purpose-built dairy unit which would have been fairly unusual on such 
as scale at this time, and is reflective of the increasing industrialisation and 
specialisation of the food industry in the 19th century.  

 
6.2 The farm served a dual purpose: on the one hand it supported the partial self-sufficiency 

of both Cane Hill and surrounding regional hospitals through the supply of its 
agricultural produce, which as well as dairy cows included pigs, poultry, vegetables, 
fruit and rye; on the other, it formed part of the care and rehabilitation of the patients by 
whom the farm was operated. The decline of the farm complex in conjunction with the 
gradual reduction of services at Cane Hill Hospital towards the end of the 20th century, 
is symptomatic of changes in the approach to treating mental health and the role of 
national institutional physiatrist services. 

 
6.3 The provision of purpose-built residences for staff, of which the South Lodge forms an 

example, is in part reflective of the limited housing available surrounding the site at the 
time of its construction. The construction of the hospital in turn led to the development 
of the wider area, including a surge of investment to local public provision such as 
accommodation, transportation and schooling in order to accommodate hospital 
employees. This investment ultimately led to the creation of the modern town of 
Coulsdon. Shifting attitudes in psychiatric care during the latter part of the 20th century, 
coined as ‘Care in the Community’, shows a preference towards providing small-scale 
domestic accommodation for patients over large industrial size wards. This change is 
reflected in the transitional use of the hospital’s lodges from staff to patients during this 
time.  

 
 
7.0 DEPOSITION OF THE ARCHIVE 

 
A full archive intended for deposition with the London Archaeological Archive and 
Research Centre (LAARC) has been prepared. The full site archive will be prepared in 
accordance with the principals of Historic England’s Management of Research Projects 
in the Historic Environment (2015). The archive will comprise a hard copy of the full 
report, a pdf version of the report on CD, the full photographic record with registers, 
field notes and drawings. 
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9.0 SOURCES CONSULTED 
 
Museum of Croydon - Primary Sources 

 
Document Name: Date: Reference Code: 

 Farm 1937 - 1965 GB 352 CAN-CAN/6 

 Farm Stock Book 26 Nov 1955 - 12 Jan 1957 GB 352 CAN-CAN/6-
CAN/6/10 

 Coulsdon Area Farm Stock 

Book 

1942 - 1944 
 

GB 352 CAN-CAN/6-
CAN/6/3 

 Coulsdon Area Farm Want 

Book 

15 Jan 1938 - 20 Aug 1948 
 

GB 352 CAN-CAN/6-
CAN/6/9 

 Coulsdon Area Farm Stock 

Book 

1939 -1942  
 

GB 352 CAN-CAN/6-
CAN/6/2 

 Coulsdon Area Farm Stock 

Book 

19 Nov 1955 - 31 Dec 1956 

 

GB 352 CAN-CAN/6-
CAN/6/6 

 Coulsdon Area Farm Stock 

Book 

11 Jan 1964 - 20 Feb 1965 

 

GB 352 CAN-CAN/6-
CAN/6/8 

 Coulsdon Area Farm Stock 

Book 

1937 - 1939 

 

GB 352 CAN-CAN/6-
CAN/6/1 

 Coulsdon Area Farm Stock 

Book 

1945 - 1946 

 

GB 352 CAN-CAN/6-
CAN/6/4 

 Coulsdon Area Farm Stock 

Book 

  

1 Apr 1950 - 12 May 1951 

 

GB 352 CAN-CAN/6-
CAN/6/5 

 Coulsdon Area Farm Stock 

Book 

  

31 Jul 1960 - 16 Sep 1961 

 

GB 352 CAN-CAN/6-
CAN/6/7 

Plans of Cane Hill Hospital 1904 

 

GB 352 CAN-CAN/12 

Two Plans of Cane Hill 

Hospital 

1904 

 

GB 352 CAN-CAN/12-
CAN/12/1 

File re: Hospital Plan Apr 1961 - Dec 1972 GB 352 CAN-CAN/7-
CAN/7/2-CAN/7/2/3 

 Files re: Hospital property 1948 - 1972 

 

GB 352 CAN-CAN/7-
CAN/7/4 

 Cane Hill Hospital 1883-1992 GB 352 CAN 
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http://museumofcroydoncollections.com/catalogues/index.php/coulsdon-area-farm-want-book
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http://museumofcroydoncollections.com/catalogues/index.php/coulsdon-area-farm-stock-book-5
http://museumofcroydoncollections.com/catalogues/index.php/coulsdon-area-farm-stock-book-5
http://museumofcroydoncollections.com/catalogues/index.php/plans-of-cane-hill-hospital
http://museumofcroydoncollections.com/catalogues/index.php/two-plans-of-cane-hill-hospital
http://museumofcroydoncollections.com/catalogues/index.php/two-plans-of-cane-hill-hospital
http://museumofcroydoncollections.com/catalogues/index.php/file-re-hospital-plan
http://museumofcroydoncollections.com/catalogues/index.php/files-re-hospital-property
http://museumofcroydoncollections.com/catalogues/index.php/records-of-cane-hill-hospital
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Plate 3: Detail of the former open front to Building A, facing west (5) 
 

 
Plate 4: Building A, internal workshop area, facing north (14) 
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Plate 5: Building A, Bay 9, facing west (13) 
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Plate 7: Building B, typical door and window arrangement, facing north-east (31) 
 

 
Plate 8: Building B, west unit, interior, facing east (37) 
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Plate 9: Building B, west unit, decoration to north wall, facing north (42) 
 

 
Plate 10: Building B, west unit, typical door design, facing north (40) 
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Plate 11: Building B, central unit, ground floor level, facing south-east (48) 
 

 
Plate 12: Building B, central unit, first floor hay loft, facing south-west (189) 
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Plate 13: Building B, east unit floor, facing north-west (64) 
 

 
Plate 14: Building B, east unit, cast iron floor footings for former stalls/tethering pole, facing 
north (65) 
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Plate 15: Building C, facing north-east (72) 
 

 
Plate 16: Building C, east elevation, facing north-west (73) 
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Plate 17: Building C, east end interior, facing north (75) 
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Plate 19: Building D, north unit, east and north elevations, facing south-west (104) 
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Plate 21: Building D, north unit, Bay 1, facing east (107) 
 

 
Plate 22: Building D, north unit, Bay 3 partition, facing north-east (112) 
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Plate 23: Building D, north unit, first floor hay loft, facing south (165) 
 

 
Plate 24: Building D, north unit, first floor level hay loft, detail of scarf joint to wall plate, facing 
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Plate 25: Building D, south unit, Bay 1, facing north-west (116) 
 

 
Plate 26: Building E, west elevation, facing east (150) 
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Plate 27: Building E, stable enclosure within Bay 2, facing east (160) 
 

 
Plate 28: Building F, north elevation, facing south-west (125) 
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Plate 29: Building F, east unit floor divisions and redundant footings, facing east (146) 
 

 
Plate 30: Building F, east unit interior, facing north-east (148) 
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Plate 31: Building F, west unit, end stable enclosures, facing south-east (134) 
 

 
Plate 32: Building G, west elevation, facing north-east (81) 
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Plate 33: Building G, north unit, Bay 1, facing east (83) 
 

 
Plate 34: Building G, north unit, Bay 2 office conversion, facing north-west (87) 
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Plate 36: Building G, north unit, first floor level hay loft, facing north (186) 
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Plate 37: Building G, south unit, southern workshop, facing north-east (94) 
 

 
Plate 38: Farmhouse, south elevation, facing north-west (199) 
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Plate 39: Farmhouse, main entrance, facing north-west (203) 
 

 
Plate 40: Farmhouse, east elevation, facing south-west (204) 
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Plate 41: Farmhouse, north and west elevations, facing south-east (213) 
 

 
Plate 42: Farmhouse, ground floor, principal corridor with partition screen, facing north-west 
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Plate 43: Farmhouse, ground floor, integral skirting within the corridor, facing north-east 
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Plate 44: Farmhouse, ground floor, entrance floor tiles, facing north-east (237) 
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Plate 45: Farmhouse, ground floor, Room 4 under-stair passage, facing north-west (250) 
 

 
Plate 46: Farmhouse, ground floor, Room 5, facing north-east (254) 
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Plate 47: Farmhouse, ground floor, Room 6, facing north-east (261) 
 

 
Plate 48: Farmhouse, ground floor, north-east range, Room 2, facing east (277) 
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Plate 49: Farmhouse, first floor, stairwell windows, facing south-west (280) 
 

 
Plate 50: Farmhouse, first floor, staircase, facing north-east (281) 
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Plate 51: Farmhouse, first floor, Room 11 showing fireplace, facing north-west (286) 
 

 
Plate 52: Farmhouse, first floor, Room 14, facing north-west (301) 
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Plate 53: Farmhouse, first floor, Room 14 skirting and chamfer detailing, facing north-east 
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Plate 54: South Lodge, principal elevation, facing east (317) 
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Plate 55: South Lodge, south elevation, facing north (335) 
 

 
Plate 56: South Lodge, east elevation, facing west (328) 
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Plate 57: South Lodge, north elevation, facing south (324) 
 

 
Plate 58: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 1, western porch, facing east (359) 
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Plate 59: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 1, western extension, Room 2, facing north-east 
(366) 
 

 
Plate 60: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 1, eastern corridor, facing east (368) 
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Plate 61: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 1, Room 3 door detailing, facing south-east (370) 
 

 
Plate 62: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 1, Room 3, facing south (372) 
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Plate 63: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 1, Room 3 bay window detailing, facing south (418) 
 

 
Plate 64: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 1, Room 3 bay window shutters, facing south (419) 
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Plate 65: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 1, Room 4 floor arrangement, facing south (388) 
 

 
Plate 66: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 2, inner hall, facing north (399) 
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Plate 67: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 2, Room 6, facing east (397) 
 

 
Plate 68: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 2, Room 7 serving hatch, facing north (416) 
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Plate 69: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 2, Room 8, facing north (409) 
 

 
Plate 70: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 3, central staircase, facing east (431) 
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Plate 71: South Lodge, ground floor, Flat 3, internal stairwell window, facing west (432) 
 

 
Plate 72: Principal northern entrance of the air-raid shelter, facing south (355) 
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Plate 73: Entrance passage within the air-raid shelter, facing south (356) 
 

 
Plate 74: Air-raid shelter interior, facing east (350) 
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